2008 ford taurus reviews

I had originally intended to purchase a Honda Fit from the used car dealer. One thing led to
another and I dug this Taurus sitting on the lot. It was a handsome design and, honest to God, I
didn't even know they still made Taurus'. I did some homework and bought the car a few days
later with just over 80k on the engine. It's been over a year since then I've put nearly 40k on the
engine in the last 15 months. The Taurus has been through its paces, that's fer sure. And at this
point I think I can give it a half decent review. Pros: It's been totally reliable. I've recorded 26
mpg with the AC running. And it looks real nice washed up. Cons: It's abundantly dull to drive. It
has surprisingly good acceleration "out of the hole" and merging onto the interstate is no
problem for the naturally aspirated 3. When you park the car or pull it into the garage is when
you realize this is a full size car. It is quiet with little NVH. The stereo system in the limited
sounds better than the system in my "man cave". The transmission shifts smoothly and
seamlessly. I did notice a lack of power pulling some steep grades on U. The car was frequently
downshifting for more power. The climate control system is easy to set and works well. The
leather upholstery is attractive and wears well. The vinyl dash and trim is soft and does not
have a hard plastic feel. The size of the display in the dash for miles, mpg, miles to empty, oil
life etc. I'll be interested to see how this car performs in the winter time with front wheel drive
and new Falken brand all season Touring radials. Though we have only owned this car for a few
months we have been impressed with it. The only real gripe I have with the car is that there
seems to be a corrosion problem on the alloy wheels that I can't seem to get off with anything
that I have tried. Since I posted this review originally, we have driven it for over a year. Last
winter the car performed well for most of the winter in the Falken All Season Radials but a
couple deep snows convinced me to go with a dedicated Snow tire this winter. Falken
Eurowinter. I replaced the alloy wheels with a black aftermarket wheel which draws lots of
compliments , retaining the corroded OE wheels for the dedicated snow tires. The Taurus has
performed well, with no mechanical issues thus far. It has given 24 MPG on the highway doing
65 to 70 mph on the highways. Around town it gets 15 to 19 MPG. I purchased this car used at
80k miles and now have put on another 80k miles. The only thing I've had to do besides
scheduled maintenance is Its been a wonderful car and I love it. Even though the thing is 6
years old, it still has a modern design. We bought this car with miles and had it 2 weeks and
took a mile trip to Florida. We got great mileage, up wards of 34 mpg, and at 6'2" I found the car
to be very comfortable. Just don't try to sleep in it overnight The car performed flawlessly,
smooth shifting, took mountains like they weren't even there. Had a tough winter here in
Wisconsin and the Taurus did great. It went thru snow and ice very well, the traction control
kept me feeling very safe. We have almost now and still running great. I am 18 years old and I
have been without a car until I got this car on March 27th, It was a surprise really, we were
looking at a Ford Fusion but we ended up liking this one better for the same price. The car has
been good to me so far. I have a job that is around 28 miles away from me so I need a daily
commuter that gets good gas mileage. I was pleasantly surprised with how well the car gets on
the highway in terms of miles per gallon. On cruise control it averages around mpg. This is a
nice first car. Its got a bunch of features that even my dads Ford Fusion S does not have. Power
front seats. I am 6'6 and have always struggled with finding the right amount of room in cars.
The only con I can say I have with the car is the handling in the hilly terrain of Cincinnati can be
a bit lackluster but recently been trying out turning off Overdrive and it has performed better.
Another con has to due with the dealership giving me a car with new brake pads but after a
couple of days of driving the rotors seemed to be warped or it could be the calipers. It brakes
well still but it is a relatively expensive repair that will need to be done soon already. It brakes
well regardless but the vibration is very intense when braking at highway speeds. The car
handles extremely well. The ride is comfortable and luxurious but not really "Boring". Loving
this car as my first car so far. I still am absolutely in love with the car. I purchased the car with
miles. As of this writing with my black Taurus in the driveway it currently has , miles. So I have
had about 21, miles of driving experience with this thing in the past 11 months. It handles great,
I think I need a realignment upcoming as it is slightly unaligned to the right due to those ohio
potholes lol. The car is incredibly quiet on the road, switching from my other family's cars to
this one is like night and day in how smooth and quiet the ride is. The engine has some pep, I
love the enjoyment I get by accelerating this car onto the highway. I've noticed alot of drivers
seemingly assume I am some old grandpa behind the wheel, I prove em wrong! This car has had
its fair share of upkeep. The enjoyment of seeing " Miles to E" when driving highway however is
very palpable. The cars weakpoint from the moment I got it was the tranny, however after some
Lucas Oil Trans Slip fix and a trans flush at miles going to get one soon coming into spring in
order to keep it running fantastic it runs well. However if theres a cold start, 6th gear is
unattainable until the car starts nearing operating temp find this a lil odd and you gotta walk on
eggshells until then. It performs well in the snow, we drove through a snowstorm in my car to

Chicago in January, traction control came in handy. The rotors were fully replaced 2 weeks after
purchasing. This upcoming trip to the mechanic is going to include replacing of spark plugs
might as well , trans fluid exchange and new brake pads. Theres about 1 or two microscopic
tiny lil rust spots on the hood of my vehicle and the roof. However with the vigorous car wash
routine I have set thanks to an unlimited wash membership for cheap has prevented any visible
rust on the underbody and side frame. The one thing that keeps me up at night however is the
water pump. See, 3. They put it smack dab in the middle of the engine If theres failure and it
does not go through the weep hole to leak on the passenger side of the vehicle, well you got
coolant in your engine oil and your engine is shot. I have had no coolant leaks or oil leaks or
transmission leaks, however I check every fill up both my coolant levels and my oil dipstick as a
precautionary in case of the chocolate shake look. What usually is a dollar job is now a dollar
job. Im thinking about saving up money to preemptively replace the water pump, that would give
me peace of mind. With an oil change routine of every miles, my vehicles engine looks in better
shape than some of my family's newer cars. In short, I love my car, and plan on keeping it for as
long as possible. Lol , yet the safety for confidence. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Taurus. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Taurus model: All Taurus models Limited 4dr Sedan 3. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. I call it the Lincoln Light Charles J. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Tauruses for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Taurus. Sign Up. Drives smoothly. Great on
gas mileage. Plenty of room in back and front seats. Huge trunk space. Overall pleased with the
interior appearance of the vehicle. The CD player no longer works because of a mechanical
issue where the CDs have jammed in the system. Haven't had any major mechanical issues to
name. Had to put in new transmission. Then a new transmission cooler. Then it knocks now
when I put in reverse. Nothing but issues. It is just old. I suppose in it was considered modern
but it has very outdated features. It also has over k miles so. Heated seats do not work, driver
window no longer rolls down. But it runs! The drivers door no longer locks with the button. You
have to manually push the lock down. It's a nice driving car, runs smooth. Never had any
problems with it. Very comfortable seats except burn spot in back seat. Like the wood looking
panel for the radio. A lot of room in car and the trunk or car. Everything works on car. Exteriors
is clean with no damages. It has been a very reliable car. Up until recently. I have had it since
Two years ago I had to have the transmission repaired due to a bad leak. Now a chip is going
out and the transmission does not want to change gears. When it does this I turn the engine off
and then back on and it starts working again. Bought it used with over k miles on it so it isn't
perfect. It's held up though. Had it for almost 2 years and have driven across the county 3 times
without it breaking down. It's comfortable except for a broken ac on the passenger's side but
that's to be expected with the age. Trunk has a ton of space considering it's a fairly small car.
Fairly happy with it. I am 5'3 and have always felt frustrated with having to pull my seat up in
order to reach the pedals knowing it poses a risk to my life if I were to be in an accident. This
has allowed me to sit a safe distance away from the steering wheel in case of an accident where
the airbags need to be deployed. The car is very spacious as well as the trunk. I purchased my
car used and initially had to replace the alternator and for my own preference I put snow tires on
in the winter but otherwise have had no real problems. I appreciate the aux jack as well as the
storage apartment located on the dash that has made keeping important vehicle related papers
insurance, registration, repairs organized and accessible. Some other features are the multiple
drink holders and adaptors. Driving for a rideshare company my riders are able to charge
devices from the backseat! Overall, I have enjoyed my ford Taurus and have had no real
complaints with performance or maintenance. My car has approximately 95, miles on it, and had
approximately 35, miles on it when we purchased it. Like all other ford Taurus that I have
owned, this one has very few problems outside the ordinary ones, with oil changes, and tires.
The car at the time had the majority of the bells and whistles that most vehicles had. Cup
holders, change holder, bucket seats, etc. The only real problem that we have had with it, was
the brake sensor on one of the tires, which made the abs light come on and stay on. The repair
didn't cost that much, and I expect to drive this vehicle until he , to , mile ark as I have done with
all the other taurus's that I have owned. Our other vehicle is a Toyota tundra, that we have had
no problems with outside the routine maintenance items. The tundra has an off-road package,
which makes the ride a little bumpier than I would like. I do like the 5. Very comfortable vehicle.
Lots of interior space. Economical for an all wheel drive vehicle. Being the top of line model it
has a lot of features and options that are convenient. The car has been very reliable with few
problems. Has performance that is sufficient for my needs. The Ford Taurus has been a pretty
reliable vehicle since we have had it. The only major problems we have encountered was a
broken water pump; the labor included taking out most of the engine to be able to service the
water pump! It is a fairly comfortable ride, and the features overall were very useful. Good

spacious car. Not sporty looking but a medium size sedan. Somewhat good on gas not great.
Rides comfortable and overall I am very proud of my purchase. I only had 38k miles when I
bought it. On a 3 years ago when I got it. Excellent condition. Its drives good, rides good, gets
good gas mileage, and has a lot of room. It only had one issue a recall on the power chain that
blows out the coil packs but after fixed it has went back to being a great car. The whispers and
the tires are an odd length through with it being a Taurus x. It is a crossover but they label it at
the parts store as a truck. I love my ford wagon! I have a 6 person household and have exactly 6
seats. It could use a little more space. We love all of the storage and the DVD player. It also has
back-up sensors which is a huge plus since I no longer have my back-up camera. Mostly a
smooth ride with no big complaints. Speed sensors went out on the transmission, replaced
those. Otherwise we do regular maintenance on the car and it is great. It has heated seats in all
four front seats, tinted windows, power seats that go down on their own when a button is
pressed. Decent gas mileage. I love my car. It is reliable and gets us back and forth. My kids like
having the third row of seats so they can have their own space. Everything works, like the air
conditioning, po we er seats and windows. The only downside is the rust on the doors and
tailgate. The Ford Taurus X has been wonderful and very dependable. It is serviced regularly.
The power steering was replaced once. It drives very nicely. Seats 6 with plenty of room. The 4
rear seats fold down for easy hauling. I would purchase the Ford Taurus X again. It has lasted
me and my family over ten years now and only has minor problems. It survived two minor
accidents with only cosmetic damages but trudges through anything. Good in the snow and on
gravel. Only now just starting to have transmission troubles miles in. This car is really nice and
has great space for a family. We had some problems with the car dealing with spark plugs and
some of the ac clicking. Otherwise it is good on gas and you can fold down seats for more room
for storage. The storage helps my family and we can fit 3 car seats in a row just fine. My car is
great! The only problem is that it is starting to get old and has been taken the shop several
times just due to age. However, it still drives really well and is easy to operate. It is older so it
doesn't have modern features like Bluetooth, etc. My Ford Taurus has been very reliable. The
brake pedal squeaks when I push it but no brake issues. It has no problems when starting or
driving. All electrical components work great. It doesn't have much lag when speeding up. Very
smooth riding vehicle. It also has room for four passengers to fit comfortably. It also has
several compartments to store things such as old receipts or the cars information. My ford gets
really good gas mileage. It's very roomy with and extra large trunk. Has quite a few drink
holders and does great on long trips. The digest downside is that the motor mounts go out quite
a bit. Also have problems with the fosters. But would highly recommended this car to anyone
with a family. Tires problems with fuel pump and alignments an tires constantly. It drinks gas.
But it is good for people with children. It's very spacious has large trunk for storage. It has the
feature let you know how many miles to empty. It has problem with service engine light coming
on but you take it to mechanic put it on computer nothing is wrong with it so they replace the
fuse. It's very spacious and very fuel efficient. Seats are comfortable. It does need a oil change
more often than most cars though. I wish it had heated seats. Also the back seat pops out to
open the trunk which is nice. The V6 engine provides adequate power for being able to use the
vehicle on terrain that is bumpy or rugged, especially on the hills and mountains that surround
my community. The gas mileage is decent but could be better, again attributing to the local
terrain. The car has unique built-in features such as a DVD player that makes long trips more
enjoyable. Overall, the car is of great quality and characteristics, making for a great one for
families and singles alike. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale
Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy
Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety
Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Eddie Bauer. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent.
Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Sarah A wrote on October 21, Al Fitzpatrick wrote on October 18,
Julius F wrote on September 21, Kimberly E wrote on September 2, Otto Keller wrote on May 5,
Tina S wrote on February 26, Isaac M wrote on January 29, Nikki K wrote on November 16, Brian
N wrote on September 19, Johnny T wrote on September 19, Dee D wrote on September 19, Kay
T wrote on September 19, Natasha M wrote on September 19, Dina B wrote on September 19,
Marie C wrote on September 19, Clifford B wrote on September 19, Joe S wrote on September
19, Kimberly B wrote on September 19, Gabby R wrote on September 19, Jessica K wrote on
September 19, Jeffery M wrote on September 19, Jenny N wrote on September 19, Sky C wrote
on September 19, Chase T wrote on September 19, Continue to Overview. The reborn Ford
Taurus hits the dance floor with some fresh moves courtesy of a horsepower V6. The engine
upgrade, along with the Five Hundred's pre-existing comfortable cabin, cavernous trunk and
top-notch safety scores, make the new Taurus a worthy candidate for a full-size sedan. Name
recognition and awareness are no doubt important for automotive manufacturers. For example,

look no further than the Ford Taurus. Ford has pulled the Taurus nameplate out of its one-year
dirt nap in hopes of getting back into the thick of the large family sedan game. But is the
public's awareness of the Taurus name a good thing or bad? Though a hero car back in the s
and early '90s, more recent iterations of the Taurus were dated and anonymous, a favorite of
image-dulling rental car agencies and a not-so-favorite of middle management types who
received them as company cars. The Taurus revival is combined with the death of the Ford Five
Hundred, a large sedan introduced a few years ago that never sold like the company had hoped.
Although it offered a large cabin and an impressive ride and handling balance, the Five Hundred
was let down by weak engine performance and a lack of refinement. Thankfully, the Ford Taurus
gains a number of improvements as part of its return. Under that familiar Five Hundred sheet
metal are much improved running gear and additional features. In fact, Ford says there are more
than changes. A hp V6 replaces the lame hp V6, and a more responsive six-speed automatic
replaces the sluggish continuously variable transmission CVT across all trim levels. Other
improvements for this large family sedan include the adoption of stability control, a "Ford Sync"
system that allows hands-free use of mobile phones and digital music players , improved cabin
materials and more sound insulation for a quieter ride. With its major performance infusion,
addition of key safety and luxury features, and available all-wheel drive, the Ford Taurus is the
best it's been in a long time. Given the Taurus' size along with the fact that the Ford Fusion now
battles stalwarts like the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry , you'll probably want to cross-shop
it against full-size sedans like the Chrysler , Hyundai Azera or Toyota Avalon. Though still
slightly deficient in terms of style compared to the or all-around polish, the Taurus is certainly
worth consideration. The Ford Taurus is a large sedan that is available in either front- or
all-wheel drive. Two trim levels, base SEL and uplevel Limited, are offered. The well-equipped
SEL has inch wheels, full power accessories including a power driver seat , a leather-wrapped
steering wheel, wood grain interior trim, air-conditioning, a CD player and MP3 jack, cruise
control and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. Options include a moonroof, a navigation system,
a rear-seat DVD entertainment system, satellite radio and the Ford Sync system, which allows
voice activation of cell phones and entertainment systems. Buyers can choose between frontor all-wheel drive. Antilock disc brakes and traction control are standard, as are front side- and
full-length side curtain airbags. Stability control, power-adjustable pedals and rear parking
sensors are optional. Crash testing by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
returned perfect five-star ratings across the board, making the Ford Taurus one of the safest
cars on the road. The addition of 60 horses makes the Ford Taurus a much more attractive
proposition than the slow-as-snails Five Hundred. No one will ever call the Taurus quick, but it
now has the gusto needed to get up highway on-ramps and pass pokey fellow motorists without
breaking a significant sweat. However, its six-speed automatic is slow to downshift -- a result of
being tuned for maximum fuel economy. Ford softened the suspension to create a suppler ride,
which should please most potential customers, but we found that the Five Hundred handled a
tad better. There were also great pains taken to make the Taurus quieter, and those who equate
silence with quality should be pleased. The Taurus features a handsome and functional cabin
with solid materials quality, plenty of storage areas and eight cupholders. However, that tall
seating position puts taller drivers very close to the ceiling. A lot can happen in 30 days. The
moon makes one orbit of Earth and you can try out a Rite Life Power Juicer with a no-hassle
money-back guarantee. A large sedan can also undergo an identity crisis and become the Ford
Taurus. On January 7, , the vehicle you see here was introduced at the Detroit auto show as the
updated Ford Five Hundred. One month later after some rather sobering market research
followed by some corporate soul-searching, the same car was reintroduced at the Chicago auto
show as the Ford Taurus. For better or worse, Ford has realized that four out of five car buyers
have heard of the Taurus, which sold almost 7 million units in the nameplate's 21 years on the
market, and the same couldn't be said of the slow-selling Five Hundred. You can't buy the kind
of brand awareness the Taurus has. Well, actually you could, but Ford estimates it would cost a
half billion dollars. Yet it's the or so other changes that have been made to transform the old
Five Hundred into the Taurus that ultimately prove that there's more to this exercise than just a
marketing experiment thrown together in 30 days. You Asked for More Power Of all the
modifications Ford has made to turn the Five Hundred into the Taurus, none are as important as
those under the hood. The fuel-sipping, horsepower 3. Replacing it is the 3. Just as important,
the V6 still preserves this car's green-friendly identity, because fuel-efficiency has improved 10
percent and the air emissions are so squeaky clean that the Taurus qualifies as a Partial Zero
Emissions Vehicle PZEV in California. While nobody will ever call the Taurus quick, the
drivetrain no longer feels overwhelmed. Thrust off the line is strong, and charging up highway
on-ramps is now more easily accomplished. Ford estimates a front-wheel-drive Taurus
accelerates to 60 mph in less than 8 seconds. Although this makes it a second faster than the

Five Hundred, the Taurus is still about a second slower than a Hyundai Azera or Toyota Avalon.
On the upside, though, the crummy continuously variable transmission that was previously
connected to the all-wheel-drive Five Hundred has been tossed into the crusher, replaced by the
Ford Edge 's six-speed automatic. Both front- and all-wheel-drive Taurus models get this
transmission. This six-speed auto shifts up through the gears with wonderful smoothness, but
it's calibrated for fuel economy at all times, so it's slow to downshift, and it often requires you to
floor the accelerator just to get the tranny to drop down a gear and unleash the rather noisy
horses. Safe and a Lack of Sound It's hard to argue with Ford's assertion that a comfortable ride
and quiet cabin are of paramount importance to buyers in the full-size sedan segment.
Accordingly, engineers have thoroughly revised the suspension tune, so there are new dampers
and springs, while revised shock towers increase front suspension travel by 10 percent. We've
driven the Five Hundred and Taurus back-to-back, and the new car feels notably cushier and
soaks up road imperfections without becoming nautical. Of course, there's more body roll in
evidence, and the Taurus doesn't feel as composed on a mountain road as the Five Hundred.
Perhaps the Taurus' target buyers in gloriously flat Boca Raton, Florida, will find this an
acceptable trade-off. Ford says it has tried hard to make the Taurus as quiet as a tomb,
something that consumers apparently equate with overall quality. The Taurus has a new
package of acoustic insulation that includes foam pellets in the A-pillars to reduce wind noise
and an exclusive sound-deadening material called Sonosorb placed throughout the car that
quiets it by 20 percent. These efforts make the Taurus as tranquil as a Toyota Avalon at 30 mph.
The Taurus apparently is more hushed than all other full-size family sedans, and comes close to
approaching the luxury-car standard of Cadillac and Lexus. Safety is a primary marketing
message for the new Taurus, and Volvo's input has helped this car earn a five-star rating in four
of the five government crash tests. It got four stars in rollover. Side airbags and full-length
curtain airbags are standard, although stability control is curiously only an option. A New Group
of Adults Now that the Taurus has assumed the Five Hundred's spot in the Ford lineup, it
competes in a segment that's apt to be perused by older shoppers more inclined to full-size
cars from domestic brands. And full-size it certainly is. The Taurus boasts interior dimensions
larger than all its competitors, and it offers The trunk measures a cavernous Actually, it's hard
to think of a time when you'd need to carry eight golf bags in a five-passenger vehicle. Perhaps
a golf-club salesman would find it useful. As in the Five Hundred, the front seats of the Taurus
hover about a foot off the floor in an effort to create a commanding, SUV-like driving position.
While the great outward visibility might be very reassuring to little old ladies who like to watch
The Golden Girls on cable, the satisfaction of the height-challenged Estelle Gettys of this world
might be balanced by the consternation of the statuesque Bea Arthurs, who will find that their
hair brushes the roof of a car that supposedly has best-in-class headroom. What Ford describes
as an orbit of chrome stretches from the increasingly ubiquitous Ford three-bar grille to the rear
license plate mustache. Fender vents seem to be a necessity these days, so they've been
tacked on as well. Inside the Taurus, the overall layout of the Five Hundred remains in place, but
details like revised gauges, classier wood trim and chrome touches here and there liven things
up. Even with chrome trim, Ford's standard radio faceplate looks cheap and out of place in an
otherwise attractive and rich-looking dash. Unaffectionately known as "the brick" inside Ford,
the faceplate's days are thankfully numbered. Later in the fall, Ford's high-tech Sync
communication system codeveloped with Microsoft, will be available for the Taurus. This
ground-breaking technology has the ability to access a driver's cell phone, iPod or other MP3
device via the car's stereo controls and voice commands. The Importance of Change No. Of
course, the brand recognition Ford has sought with the revival of the Taurus nameplate could
cut both ways, as the indifferent quality and disastrous depreciation of the Taurus in its last
days as the choice of fleet programs might not be a great memory for some. Yet the Taurus
once was the symbol of the American car industry's answer to Japan and the darling of the
business media. Even now, Taurus is still the most recognizable Ford nameplate after F and
Mustang. Of the changes made to the Five Hundred in this revised car, the last-second st
change that has made it the Ford Taurus might be the most important. Edmunds attended a
manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the press were invited, to
facilitate this report. Available styles include SEL 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Taurus. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to

go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out
Ford Taurus lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. High front seats create an odd driving position that might
be uncomfortable for taller drivers, transmission occasionally slow to downshift. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Ford
resurrects the Taurus nameplate for by affixing it to a much-improved Five Hundred. A more
powerful engine, a nicer and quieter cabin, a retuned suspension and a corporate three-bar
grille are the major highlights. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I had originally
intended to purchase a Honda Fit from the used car dealer. One thing led to another and I dug
this Taurus sitting on the lot. It was a handsome design and, honest to God, I didn't even know
they still made Taurus'. I did some homework and bought the car a few days later with just over
80k on the engine. It's been over a year since then I've put nearly 40k on the engine in the last
15 months. The Taurus has been through its paces, that's fer sure. And at this point I think I can
give it a half decent review. Pros: It's been totally reliable. I've recorded 26 mpg with the AC
running. And it looks real nice washed up. Cons: It's abundantly dull to drive. Read less. I call it
the Lincoln Light. Charles J. It has surprisingly good acceleration "out of the hole" and merging
onto the interstate is no problem for the naturally aspirated 3. When you park the car or pull it
into the garage is when you realize this is a full size car. It is quiet with little NVH. The stereo
system in the limited sounds better than the system in my "man cave". The transmission shifts
smoothly and seamlessly. I did notice a lack of power pulling some steep grades on U. The car
was frequently downshifting for more power. The climate control system is easy to set and
works well. The leather upholstery is attractive and wears well. The vinyl dash and trim is soft
and does not have a hard plastic feel. The size of the display in the dash for miles, mpg, miles to
empty, oil life etc. I'll be interested to see how this car performs in the winter time with front
wheel drive and new Falken brand all season Touring radials. Though we have only owned this
car for a few months we have been impressed with it. The only real gripe I have with the car is
that there seems to be a corrosion problem on the alloy wheels that I can't seem to get off with
anything that I have tried. Since I posted this review originally, we have driven it for over a year.
Last winter the car performed well for most of the winter in the Falken All Season Radials but a
couple deep snows convinced me to go with a dedicated Snow tire this winter. Falken
Eurowinter. I replaced the alloy wheels with a black aftermarket wheel which draws lots of
compliments , retaining the corroded OE wheels for the dedicated snow tires. The Taurus has
performed well, with no mechanical issues thus far. It has given 24 MPG on the highway doing
65 to 70 mph on the highways. Around town it gets 15 to 19 MPG. The most underrated car. I
purchased this car used at 80
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k miles and now have put on another 80k miles. The only thing I've had to do besides
scheduled maintenance is Its been a wonderful car and I love it. Even though the thing is 6
years old, it still has a modern design. We bought this car with miles and had it 2 weeks and
took a mile trip to Florida. We got great mileage, up wards of 34 mpg, and at 6'2" I found the car
to be very comfortable. Just don't try to sleep in it overnight The car performed flawlessly,
smooth shifting, took mountains like they weren't even there. Had a tough winter here in
Wisconsin and the Taurus did great. It went thru snow and ice very well, the traction control
kept me feeling very safe. We have almost now and still running great. See all reviews of the
Used Ford Taurus. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Taurus. Sign Up.

